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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

From the dawn of the internet, the surge to continuously improvise 
and improve is evolving at an alarming rate. The involvement of the 
roots of the internet in almost every business has been a blessing to the 
business owners, whether it is Ecommerce or Real Estate, Hospitality 
or Healthcare,   Entertainment   or   Entrepreneurship;   the  internet  
has opened up a barrel of opportunities. But with possibilities come 
lurking the profanity. With the advancements in technical expertise 
comes monetary monolithic centralized decision-making institutions. 
Ever since the financial era of the internet, every occurring transaction is 
being monitored and sustained by the intermediary sections of financial 
institutions. These intermediaries are responsible for manipulating the 
policies and regulations at their will, victimizing the commoner.

The need to abolish this central financial power has given the final push 
to tip the scale towards decentralization. Birthed by the Peer-to-Peer 
financial transfer without interfering with intermediaries principles of 
the “Bitcoin” whitepaper published by pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto,” 
Blockchain was developed.

Blockchain is a decentralized digital ledger used to record all the 
transactions, description, ownership, and authentication regarding 
all and any item with the attributes to cross-check for the purpose of 
integrity. Blockchain stores the complete copy of transaction history 
inevery block in the network, proffering immutable and unhackable 
factors to its records.
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KRYPTREX organization is ready to take on the blockchain world by 
designing and developing a centralized exchange platform also known 
as KRYPTREX on the world-renowned Ethereum blockchain. Ether-
lin, an official BEP-20 token abbreviated “ETL,” will be responsible for 
pouring in the liquidity to skyrocket the parent company to new and 
exciting heights.

KRYPTREX is going to milk the best opportunities from Ethereum by 
evaluating its transaction speed to the maximum by taking advantage 
of the possibilities of layer 2 solutions. The organization is staring 
down the barrel of infinite possibilities with the futuristic development 
plans of NFT Marketplace and a DEX.
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INTRODUCTION

The blockchain world is blooming with financial opportunities, but due 
to its decentral nature, a very low percentage of users use centralized 
trading platforms. These platforms are presumed to be plagued with 
misguided policies and regulations to trick the users into trading their 
assets. A common misconception associated with the CEX is that the 
whole idea of decentralization is to be relieved from central monolithic 
governing bodies, then why would anyone be interested in conducting 
business with them.

KRYPTREX is going to be an integral part of the blockchain universe 
by implementing and engraving the word “Trust” again by developing 
their own central exchange ( KRYPTREX ) and is delving deeply into 
the centralized ecosystem by leveraging the Ethereum composure, 
utilizing the amazing lightning-fast transaction speed from 2nd layer 
implementation.

KRYPTREX is taking the challenge head-on by launching their own BEP-
20 token, “ETL,” which will provide the Staking utility to token holders 
to reap the hefty yields. Platformers can perform all the financial related 
transactions like Buy, Sell, Withdraw, and Stake their heartily desired 
cryptocurrency. KRYPTREX will not only let the users exchange crypto-
to-crypto but fiat-to-crypto and vice versa as well. The company’s 
competency to take the challenges head-on, armed with the most latest 
technological holdings in the arsenal, will commit to the successful 
implementation of future proof plans.
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MISSION

KRYPTREX, the conglomerate, has set its sight to entrust the blockchain 
users in central exchanges by providing the seamless experience in 
operating their KRYPTREX exchange leveraging the smooth transactions 
of Ethereum, all while almost triple folding the rewards from yielding. 
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VISION

KRYPTREX is looking forward to watching the organization shoot for the 
stars, which will be accomplished by futuristic implementation of their 
thoroughly thought out plan of NFT development and decentralized 
exchange as well.
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PROBLEMS PLAGUING CEX

Trades regarding assets on cryptic planes of CEX have been somewhat 
of a cumulation of shredded experiences following disbanded liquidity 
pools along and a laborious process. The problems that are plaguing 
the centralized trading platforms into the revoking digital footprints are 
as follows.

LIQUIDITY LOOP

Many investors do not trade on CEX, considering the centralized 
monarchy resulting in a lack of liquidity. Without fathering the liquidity 
to boost the token monetization, dormant/eager browsers do not risk 
buying the token as there is no shelter of return for cash on hand for 
backing out if anything happens.

SECURITY AT STAKE

Generally, Most of the deployed CEX are not organized, trustworthy, and 
are hardly reliable. While the expectation bar is constantly inflated to 
new heights by the new participants in blockchain, the central industry 
is still pulling itself up from the ill-disposed hacks and applications.

HONEY POTS

Sometimes, the huge collection of funds in the centralized space acts as 
a honey pot for the potential hackers and exploiters. As more and more 
investors come pouring in, the frequency of possible attacks will also 
grow.
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REGULATIONS AND POLICIES

There always was somewhat of opacity regarding the rules, regulations, 
and policies regarding central exchange platforms. Lax security 
checkpoints are responsible for operating an exchange in high tide. Due 
to all these reasons, it isn’t easy to penetrate the valid exchanges from 
illusionists.
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SOLUTION BY KRYPTREX

KRYPTREX threaded the needle in engraving the trust into platform 
roamers regarding centralized exchanges. 

SURPLUS LIQUIDITY BANDS

The only reason an investor will probably think of investing in anything 
is due to “Trust.” The only explanation for the high liquidity is simply 
the trust. Due to this resolution, the trading volumes will become high 
resulting in drenched liquidity hence formulating a bigger pond rather 
than fragmented pools.

NON-CUSTODIAL EXCHANGE

KRYPTREX is following a latest devised model of a centralized exchange, 
all while delivering all the permissions back to its consumers by handing 
back the custody of their private key to exert total control over their 
assets.

RIGHTFUL POLICIES

KRYPTREX will be very strict about the policies and rules regarding 
the documentation of all the transactions carried out on the platform, 
as well as the regulations about the working of KRYTREX central 
exchange, assuring potential consumers of the flexibility and feasibility 
of the policies according to the situation calls.
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TRANSPARENCY

Transparency will be of utmost importance for the CEX deployed by 
KRYPTREX about the transactions befalling across the platform, policies 
implemented, documentation about intermediary involvement, and their 
wish to keep things that way. 

LATENCY

Fundamentally, the time a transaction takes to complete a round trip 
from the crypto wallet to the central server to acknowledging back to 
the user, this process is known as latency. KRYPTREX exchange servers 
are dependably ultra-fast that perform duplex communication  between 
bank and customer in a matter of milliseconds. Lower the latency, lower 
the slippage, and hence take better advantage of market opportunities 
and not the other way around.
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MARKET ANALYSIS

2017 was the most successful year in the history of ICO developments. 
At the time, more than 435 successful events were accumulating 
approximately $5.5 Billion, from which an average of $12.7 million 
more or so was collected, leading to 10 of the biggest projects raising 
25% of its total market capitalization.

Since mooning off in 2017, the Initial Coin Offering market has racked 
up over $22 billion in 2018, defying the inherited ways of accumulating 
capital. The Second-quarter of 2018 was already at the $9 billion, 
which was well versed, equal to 56% of the IPO or 39% of U.S. venture 
capitals.

A whopping total of 3500 ICO’s are concluded from September 2015 
to March 2019. During this session, project promoters, pitchers, and 
companies raised a total of approximately $24 billion while averaging 
$15.5 million per ICO.
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KRYPTREX ECOSYSTEM

KRYPTREX organization’s central exchange is compromised of features 
that will help its users to embark on the set sail to high yields and are 
proficient enough to stay.

KRYPTREX ANALOGY

KRYPTREX is a conglomerate trailing their first step in the blockchain 
universe with the table-turning event of the introduction of the 
centralized exchange also known as KRYPTREX with the native BEP-
20 token known as “ETHRELIN” abbreviated as “ETL” listing on their 
own central exchange leveraging its fast transaction speed of upto 15 
per second. 

KRYPTREX DISTINGUISHED FEATURES

CEX deployed by the KRYPTREX has an abundance of features from 
which the platform’s users can get the benefit and bonuses by utilizing 
them to their utmost limit.

TRADING PLATFORM

The core product on which KRYPTREX is looking to build its blockchain 
empire is simply a central exchange with veiled-up features and 
options, ready to quake the market. The Graphical User Interface of the 
platform is so straightforward that even an amateur with no blockchain 
background can easily trade according to their wit. Creating an account 
on the platform is as easy as play-in-the-hay, consumers just have to 
have a crypto wallet. 
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LIQUIDITY POND

The USP of the KRYPTREX exchange is that it is an easy-to-use platform 
inviting a lot of potential investors, novice as well as entrepreneurs, 
eventually filling up the liquidity pool. The more the liquidity on the 
platform, the more will be the trading flow, and hence, Higher will be 
the digital footprints.

CROSS-CHAIN COMPATIBILITY

ETL, a native token of KRYPTREX, is being developed according to the 
rising need for cross-platform compatibility. ETL can be used to perform 
cross-sectional trading across different trading platforms and is not 
bound to KRYPTREX only. To future-proof the token, KRYPTREX is 
going to implement some NFT platform utilities to it also.

KRYPTREX DISTINGUISHED FEATURES

KRYPTREX exchange is implementing best-in-the-class security 
policies and regulations to waive off malicious attackers and hackers. 
They are simply  not  boasting  on  the  basis  of  new rules and secured 
servers; KRYPTREX has actualized the concept of “ONIONIZE” to lay 
the playground rules.

RIGID RULES

The trading platform is implanted on the rigid ground of sets of rules. 
These rules work on the core principle of “Code is Law,” and it will not 
be an easy task for hackers to brute force their way in.
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FLEXIBLE COUNTER-ACTION PLANS

The KRYPTREX platform has kept both sides of the coin. Along with 
the rigidness of laws and rules, Platform developers have kept open to 
the flexibility to mold the policy paradigm according to the call of the 
situation. 

CYBER SECURITY TEAMS

KRYPTREX has a well-versed group of cyber security experts to keep 
the platform norms and regulations up to date with the rest of the world. 
KRYPTREX will onionize the security protocol by implementing security 
layers over layers to take precautionary measures when the time comes. 

KRYPTREX TOKEN

KRYPTREX is stomping towards benchmarking its presence by launching 
the BEP-20 token along with various aligned utilities, as given below. 

STAKING 

Primarily,  Etherlin  has  been  programmed  to  have  a  staking  utility. 
Staking is conducted by locking a sum of ETL into the staking contract 
for a definite amount of time and towards the end of the contract, 
Stakeholders are rewarded with coins, tokens, or utilities. Staking 
is performed to increase the liquidity on the platform which further 
increases the digital footprint and pour in trade volumes.
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YIELDING

ETL Stakeholders will be rewarded with reward tokens or coins towards 
the end of the contract period and rewards investors. These rewards are 
known as yield rewards. Yield rewards can range from tokens to coins 
to some utilities which can be redeemed on the platform.

LOCK-IN PERIOD

A Lock-in period is defined as a particular period of time for which the 
tokens are staked in the contract. The Lock-in period is the deriving force 
of the rewards. Greater the lock-in period, greater will be the reward. 

GOVERNANCE

A ETL will advocate and grant the governance rights to the token 
holders. Governance right is a set of rights granted to the token holders 
in the form of utilities. ETL holders will be given the following rights but 
are not limited to:

1. The right to Vote in the platform matters regarding 
the introduction of new policies, rules, or even smart contracts.

2. Rights to consent like knowledge transfer of new 
products launched.

3. Right to perform roles in making decisions.
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COIN BURN

Coin Burn is a process of deliberately burning or eliminating the coins 
rendering them to be unusable. KRYPTREX will follow this worldwide 
accepted method for the following features:

1. Coin Regulation in the market

2. Introduction of New Coins

3. Stability of Coin value

4. Low Volatility for coins.

KRYPTREX BUSINESS MODEL
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INFOGRAPHICS

Ecosystem Benefits:

1. Cross asset trading

2. Biometric security

3. Multiple licenses across different jurisdictions

4. High-security wallet

5. IOS and Android app

6. Prepaid brokerage package

7. Airdrops

8. Services with a price markdown

9. Increase in the interest rate and staking rewards.
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KRYPTREX SCOPE

With the far-sighted futuristic developmental plans, KRYPTREX will 
set the bar high for all the competitors out there.

NFT MARKETPLACE DEVELOPMENT

KRYPTREX is looking forward to drawing out the best of blockchain 
functionality by divulging it in the NFT sphere. They are going to provide 
selfless services to the platform users and browsers of creating their 
own NFTs.

KRYPTREX will be developing an NFT Marketplace platform that will 
leverage the Ethereum network architecture and can be used to mint 
any type of collectibles, Physical as well as Digital.

With their immutable nature as well as being proof of authenticity and 
ownership, NFTs are becoming an indispensable part of our day-to-day 
life. ERC-721 and ERC-1155 will be going to the types of NFTs that 
can be minted using the platform. The creators will be rewarded with 
the lifetime of the revenue stream by the royalty clause in the minting 
process.

DEX

After the successful development as well as deployment of the 
centralized trading platform, KRYPTREX will also be looking into the 
developmental process of decentralized exchange as well. Decentral 
exchanges are the blockchain trading platform that allows trade directly 
between traders without the intervention of a middleman. 
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KRYPTREX DEX will perform every and all operation through smart 
contracts on the Ethereum blockchain, which is different from a traditional 
centralized exchange (CEX). Traders will achieve direct peer-to-peer 
transactions on the DEX without intermediaries.

This DEX is going to be focussing on the responsibility of providing 
liquidity for transactions without dominating actual assets, all while 
protecting users’ personal information and transactions.

KRYPTREX BUSINESS BENEFITS

1. Due to the cross-chain compatibility of the ETL token, Etherlin will 
help bridge the gap between different exchanges as it can be used to 
perform transactions on other platforms disregarding their type.

2. As the KRYPTREX platform is going to perform the exchanges 
between the crypto to crypto as well as the crypto to fiat, it will allow 
the users to exchange and trade multiple chain currencies at the palm 
of their hands.

3. As the KRYPTREX being centralized, there are only a handful of 
competitors left, aiding the market to flourish more and move towards 
managed profits. As a result, liquidity from the starting stage will go 
sky high, resulting in a high yield.

4. KRYPTREX exerts towards making marketing trades fair. All of 
these oddities will be turned into brewing truth because of Ethereum’s 
predefined user traffic, which eventually speeds up the trading volume 
and process.
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5. Price Prediction for an asset will generally fall into a known range 
because of the little competition, which will bring price inflation and 
profitability for the shareholders.

6. Introduction of properly documented mediators watching every 
transaction along with the governing bodies, the KRYPTREX exchange 
is generally more organized and regulated as compared to other ones.
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TECHNOLOGICAL STACK
BLOCKCHAIN

Adhering to the principle of peer-to-peer, non-intervening intermediary 
transactional protocol, the whitepaper published by pseudonyms “ 
Satoshi Nakamoto “ on the cryptocurrency known as “Bitcoin” has given 
birth to the unanimous “Blockchain.”

Catch a glimpse of all the points that made us go beyond such a 
technology.

1. Blockchain is an open, decentralized ledger that uses distributed 
ledger technology to record the data.

2. The immutability of the data ledger and its consensus mechanism 
safeguards the transactions.

3. Non-intervention of third parties or middlemen makes it a P2P 
system.

4. Facilitates transparency and integrity of data to its users.

5. Faster settlement of transactions when compared to traditional 
finance systems.

Implementation of blockchain systems is slowly but surely reaching the 
core of our society’s working mechanism. Some of the affected fields 
are:
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Implementation of blockchain systems is slowly but surely reaching the 
core of our society’s working mechanism. Some of the affected fields 
are:

1. Healthcare

2. Entertainment

3. Real estate

4. Finance

5. Technology
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ETHEREUM

This brainchild was conceived by Vitalik Buterin, who published an 
introductory whitepaper on the idea in 2013. The basic idea was to utilize 
blockchain technology to create a decentralized and programmable 
platform with “Ether,” the official cryptocurrency of the Ethereum network, 
as a platform token which fuels the network to deploy Decentralized 
Applications and smart  contracts according to the client’s needs. This 
is an open-source project and cannot be controlled by a single entity.
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BINANCE SMART CHAIN

ETL is staring down the barrel of infinite opportunities by leveraging 
the Binance Smart Chain to forge a legacy for them. Binance Smart 
Chain is the only centralized blockchain infrastructure that is capable of 
transforming into this mean machine by performing upto 30 transactions 
per second. BSC has all the authorities, smart contracts to assign the 
aspects to a token for its better mobility.
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TOKENOMICS

TOTAL SUPPLY 1000,000,000
THE TOTAL SUPPLY OF ETL 

WITH WHICH THE KRYPTREX 
WILL BE COMMENCING THE 

PARADIGM IS 1 BILLION.

PRE-SALE 50,000,000
PRE-SALE WILL BEGIN WITH 

A WHOOPING 5 MILLION TO-
KENS.

ICO LISTING 50,000,000
5 MILLION WILL BE LISTED FOR 
THE PRIVATE SALE TO SUPPORT 

THE ICO EVENT.

PUBLIC SALE 100,000,000 PUBLIC SALE WILL COMMENCE 
WITH 10 MIL.

TEAM 200,000, 000 20 MILLION WILL BE RESERVED 
FOR THE TEAMS AT KRYPTREX.

ECOSYSTEM 
FUND 

RESERVE
250,000,000

25 MILLION WILL BE                   
ALLOCATED FOR THE  ECO - 
SYSTEM OF THE PLATFORM.

                REWARDS 
& 

AIRDROP
100,000, 000 AIR DROPS WILL HAVE A RE-

SERVE OF 10 MILLION QUOTA.

GOVERNANCE 
& 

STAKING
100,000,000

REWARDS, INCLUDING STAK-
ING, YIELDING, GOVERNANCE, 
ETC., WILL RESERVE 10 MILLION 

TOKENS.

MARKETING 150,000,000

CONTRACT OR FEATURE UP-
GRADES WILL REQUIRE CAP-
ITAL EXPENSE. THEY CAN BE 

FUNDED FROM THESE 15 MIL-
LION TOKENS.
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ROADMAP

PHASE 1:

^ Market research

^ Verification of technical feasibility

^ Verification of market feasibility

^ Token Deployment

PHASE 2:

^ Constitute the project team

^ Development of centralized crypto exchange platform

^ Creation of whitepaper

PHASE 3:

^ Seed Round

^ Private sale

^ Building community through campaigns
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PHASE 4:

^ Public sale

^ Airdrops

^ Listing

PHASE 5:

^ Development of our Centralized exchange platform

^ Launch of the centralized exchange platform

^ Deployment in Android & ios platform

PHASE 6:

^ NFT Marketplace development

^ Implementation of Fractional and Redeemable NFTs

^ Development of Decentralised exchange platform.
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TEAM 
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CONTACT


